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Letter dated 22.2.2013 from Attorney Karl 

Schucht, member of the Management Board for 

the 11th period of office, regarding the public 

hearing on 1.2.2013 
 

Committee for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth 

German Federal Parliament 

Platz der Republik 1 

11011 Berlin 

 

Cologne, February 22nd 2013 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

The Board and the Contergan Foundation are very happy to experience how the 

politicians have taken up the cause of the people damaged by Contergan in such 

a great and united way . We would like to express our sincere thanks for that. 

 

As a member of the Board of the Contergan Foundation for People with 

Disabilities and an attendee at the public hearing of the Family Affairs Committee 

on February 1st 2013, I feel obliged to oppose Mr Andreas Meyer’s statement as 

it contains deliberately false allegations which are purely aimed at denigrating 

the Contergan Foundation and presenting it in a bad light. 

 

Mr Meyer alleged that Grünenthal has been looking into the personal files of the 

beneficiaries at the Contergan Foundation for 30 years. This allegation is untrue. 

Grünenthal has never had access to the medical files of the Contergan 

Foundation. The medical files were and are always kept in the office of the 

Contergan Foundation. 

 

Mr Meyer alleged that Grünenthal has been paying for the experts of the Medical 

Commission of the Contergan Foundation for 30 years.  

This allegation is untrue. The experts of the Medical Commission have always 

been paid out of funds of the Contergan Foundation. 

 



Mr Meyer alleged that even today the Chairwoman of the Contergan Foundation 

still favours a contract with the Grünenthal Company in which they agree to pay 

the costs of the Medical Commission.  

This allegation is untrue. It is, however, correct that the Board seeks donations 

as foreseen in the Contergan Foundation Act. This also includes donations by 

Grünenthal. 

 

Mr Meyer alleged he was only able to inspect the Board minutes shortly before 

his heart attack last year.  

This allegation is untrue. Mr Meyer already had the opportunity to inspect the 

Board minutes while the office of the Contergan Foundation was still at the KfW 

in Bonn. Furthermore he was able to inspect and check the Board minutes on 

July 17th, 19th and 24th, August 8th, 9th, 15th, 16th, 22nd, 23rd and 29th for 

the whole day and on August 30th for half a day in the office of the Contergan 

Foundation. Naturally he was allowed to take notes, as is proven by his quotation 

from the minutes of a meeting on December 8th 2010. 

 

Mr Meyer alleged that the Contergan Foundation has received money from the 

Grünenthal Company which was then passed on to Dr Graf, and that this method 

had been chosen to avoid accusations of corruption. It would seem that the 

Contergan Foundation has let itself be used to launder money. 

 

This allegation is untrue. It is correct that the Board did not accept the offer from 

the Grünenthal Company and the Contergan Foundation has at no time accepted 

money from the Grünenthal Company to pass on to Dr Graf. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

(signature)  

Karl Schucht 
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